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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 254 x 203 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.The purpose of this text is to reveal that
an exact, central science of emotions exists based on a recently
designed periodic table of the emotional elements that
classifies all known emotions into 25 columns that simulate 25
cortical columns; mapping the general organized operational
architecture. Titled the Columnar Listing for Understanding
Emotions (CLUE)-brain evolves as a higher order of thinking; a
progressive behavior educational system to achieve total
psychological balance. The CLUE maps the cyclic functional
connectivity between 17-25 cortical columns of 17-25 elemental
core-actions that evolve(d) 17-25 elemental core-emotions.
With children/ancestors acquiring self-consciousness, 17 coreemotions expand(ed) to 25. Serving all ages, this text includes
chapters 1-3 for youngsters, chapters 4-13 for students/adults,
and chapters 14-15 for research scientists. Both the CLUE
abstract (248 words), and manuscript (15,375 words) are
included within chapters 14-15. The CLUE-brain reveals the
phylogenetic evolution of mankind s emotions, analyzes the
evolution of emotion s development through one s life-course,
and teaches the unknown study of core-actions/core-emotions,
as single units of emotional consciousness that manifest, nonstop our entire life; repeating every moment-to-moment,...
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MB ] throgh studying period. Once you begin to
I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally
interesting
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa R eing er
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